
partition
1. [pɑ:ʹtıʃ(ə)n] n

1. раздел
the partition of property - раздел имущества
partition of India in 1947 - раздел Индии в 1947 году

2. разделение, расчленение; раздел; распределение
the partition of sovereignty - разделение власти
partition of an exercise - спорт. расчленение упражнения

3. часть, подразделение
4. 1) отделение

a partition of a bag - карман, отделениесумки, чемодана и т. п.
the window was divided into three partitions - окно делилось на три секции

2) комната, помещение (за перегородкой)
3) ячейка
5. 1) перегородка; переборка; внутренняя стена, простенок

sliding partition - раздвижные перегородки
partition tile - пустотелый кирпич (для внутренних перегородок)
every sound was heard through the thin partition - через тонкую перегородку был слышен каждый звук

2) грань
a thin partition divided his good humour from his anger - хорошее настроение у него мгновенно сменялось гневом

2. [pɑ:ʹtıʃ(ə)n] v

1. 1) делить, разделять
to partition a room into three parts - разделить комнату перегородкой на три части

2) ставить перегородку, отделять перегородкой
to partition a room with /by/ a screen - разделить /перегородить/ комнату ширмой

2. разделять, расчленять
to partition an inheritance - делить наследство

3. раздавать; распределять, разделять (тж. partition out)
they partitioned the country among themselves - они разделили страну между собой
she partitioned out her books - она раздала все свои книги

Apresyan (En-Ru)

partition
par·ti·tion [partition partitions partitioned partitioning ] noun, verbBrE [pɑ t n]

NAmE [pɑ r t n]

noun
1. countable a wall or screen that separates one part of a room from another

• a glass partition
• partition walls

2. uncountable the division of one country into two or more countries
• the partition of Germany after the war

 
Word Origin:
late Middle English: from Latin partitio(n-), from partiri ‘divide into parts’.
 
Example Bank:

• The cafe was dividedup by glass partitions.
• There were no partitions between the showers.
• I could hear him snoring through the thin partition walls.
• The effects of the partition of Germany can still be seen today.
• The family had to smash through a glass partition to escape the fire.

Derived: ↑partition something off

 
verboften passive

to divide sth into parts
• ~ sth to partition a country
• ~ sth into sth The room is partitioned into three sections.
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Verb forms:

Word Origin:
late Middle English: from Latin partitio(n-), from partiri ‘divide into parts’.

Example Bank:
• A section at the back of the warehouse was partitioned off to providesome privacy.
• The country was partitioned a year after the elections.

partition
I. par ti tion1 /pɑ tən $ pər-, pɑ r-/ BrE AmE noun

[Word Family: noun: ↑part, ↑counterpart, ↑parting, ↑partition; adverb: ↑part, ↑partially, ↑partly; adjective: ↑partial, ↑parting, ↑part;

verb: ↑part, ↑partition]

[Date: 1400-1500; Language: French; Origin: Latin partitio, from partire; ⇨↑part2]

1. [countable] a thin wall that separates one part of a room from another
2. [uncountable] the action of separating a country into two or more independent countries

partition of
the partition of India

• • •
THESAURUS

▪ wall an upright flat structure made of stone or brick, that divides one area from another or surrounds an area: The estate is
surrounded by high stone walls. | a brick wall
▪ fence a structure made of wood, metal etc that surrounds a piece of land: The garden was surrounded by an old wooden fence. |
the chain link fence around the school
▪ railings a metal fence that is made of a series of upright bars: the iron railings in front of the house | The boy was leaning over
the railing on the side of the boat.
▪ barrier a type of fence or gate that prevents people from moving in a particular direction: A guard stood near the barrier. | The
police had put up barriers to keep the crowd under control.
▪ screen a piece of furniture like a thin wall that can be moved around and is used to divide one part of a room from another: the
screen around his hospital bed | a Japanese bamboo screen | a fire screen (=that you put near a fire)
▪ partition a thin wall that separates one part of a room from another: The room was divided into two by a thin partition. | The
offices are separated by partitions and you can hear everything that is said in the next office.
▪ barricade a line of objects that people have put across a road, to preventpeople getting past, especially as part of a protest:
The soldiers used tanks to smash through the barricades.

II. partition 2 BrE AmE verb [transitive + into]

[Word Family: noun: ↑part, ↑counterpart, ↑parting, ↑partition; adverb: ↑part, ↑partially, ↑partly; adjective: ↑partial, ↑parting, ↑part;

verb: ↑part, ↑partition]

to divide a country, building, or room into two or more parts

partition something ↔off phrasal verb

to divide part of a room from the rest by using a partition:
They partitioned off part of the living room to make a study.
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